New!

Virtually any environment that offers moisture can foster swarms of fruit flies.
Add a bit of fermentation, sugars, or citrus and the problem gets worse...fruit
and produce, wine, liquor & beer, drains, mops, pouring caps in a bar well, even
moist towels or linens will bring the pests. The Fruit Fly Patrol™ is a remarkably
versatile decorative fruit fly control system. Beautifully designed, it is powerful
enough for commercial use in areas up to 1,000 square feet. The unique designs
allow the Fruit Fly Patrol™ unit to be wall mounted or placed on a flat surface.
Like all Paraclipse® units, it uses special UV light, highly effective fruit fly
specific attractants, and decoys on the trapping surface to lure and capture fruit
flies. Its small size blends into any decor, and features a 30-day auto-advance
cartridge.

Features:
HIGHLY EFFECTIVE fruit fly specific attractants added to the glue surface.
Designed to catch fruit flies.
Non-toxic.
No pesticides or insecticides.

Fruit Fly Control
Dispenser
#701801

No touch glue surface.
Eliminates large quantities of flies.

Designed For:
Convenience Stores
Restaurants | Bars | Lounges
Dining Areas | Buffets
Supermarkets | Delicatessens
Bakeries | Large Offices | Vet Clinics
Wineries & Breweries

Audible alert to replace used cartridge.
Looks like a decorative wall sconce.
Meets USDA & FDA guidelines.
Draws flying insects to trapping surface and keeps them trapped.
Wall mount or placed on a level surface.

Fruit Fly Control
Replacement Cartridge
#701802 2 ct.

Directs light out and down to increase overall effectiveness.
Unit keeps your establishment safe and free from flies carrying
diseases such as Salmonella and E.coli.
Cartridge holds 10 times the capacity of a glue board. The auto advancing
cartridge system rolls the trapped flies inside the cartridge so you
never handle the fly covered trapping surface.

Fruit Fly Patrol™ Specs

Model (USA)

Dimensions

12.5” x 12.0” x 6.25”

Electrical

115/120V 50/60 Hz, 8’ Cord

Weight

3.5 Lbs.

Coverage

Up to 1,000 Ft.

Total Cartridge Surface Area

162 Square inches

Cartridge Life

30 Days

Lamp Life

Approx. 8 Months

Ultraviolet (UV) Lamp:

13 Watts (Compact)

Dimensions of Cartridge Surface

54” x 3”
Interior Unit Only
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